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Abstract  
The paper discusses meaning construction of English and Bulgarian container terms used in beverage production. 

Corresponding terminological units afford access to similar concepts; however, the lexical form-meaning 

complexes in the two languages frequently differ owing to the interaction between linguistic and extralinguistic 

factors in conceptual structure. The terminological concepts surface as either simplex words or longer units. The 

meaning of bi- and multicomponent expressions is rarely compositional, hence they can be regarded as form-

meaning-function complexes, or constructions. Although container terms are mainly associated with the 

CONTAINER concept and the CONTAINMENT image schema, a large number of them exhibit a CONTAINER-ACTION 

concept interplay. The varying degrees of dynamicity in their meaning arrange them along a static-dynamic cline.  

 

Practical applications  

In spite of the differences in the lexical concepts structuring the container terms in the two languages, they evoke 

similar elements in the conceptual structures underlying them. The parallels established on this basis can be used 

for teaching and translation purposes, especially when suitable equivalents need to be found for the wide range 

of container terms in English and Bulgarian. 
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Introduction 
 

According to the Theory of Lexical Concepts and 

Cognitive Models, meaning is represented on two 

levels: schematic, which is encoded by language, 

and rich, associated with the conceptual system 

(Evans, 2009). Thus any unit of language is related 

to two types of concepts: lexical and cognitive, and 

two types of structure: semantic and conceptual. 

Semantic structure refers to the purely linguistic 

information that is conventionally associated with 

lexical forms, and “lexical concepts provide access 

sites to conceptual structure” (Simpson & Weiner, 

2017). From the standpoint of Frame Semantics, the 

concepts on both levels are seen as structured by 

frames containing the roles and relations that form 

the background of a semantic or conceptual category 

(Fillmore, 1985; Barsalou, 1992). The relations in a 

frame can be regarded in terms of contiguity, or “a 

salient relation that exists between the elements (or 

sub-frames) of a conceptual frame or between the 

frame as a whole and its elements” (Koch, 1999).  

The meaning of terms is also constructed on a 

semantic and conceptual level, the terminological 

component being contributed by the function of 

these units in specialised discourse. Corresponding 

terms in English and Bulgarian afford access to 

similar concepts though the elements chosen by the 

two languages for naming purposes may be expected 

to differ owing to the interplay of linguistic and extra 

linguistic factors in conceptual structure. 

Image schemas constitute a special kind of concepts, 

which lie at the basis of the human conceptual 

system. They are schematic structures that 

constantly operate in our perceptions, our 

movements in space and the handling of objects 

(Johnson, 1987). They are “the essential glue that 

binds embodied experience, thought, and language” 

(Gibbs, 2005). Image schemas can provide the 

grounds for categorisation and for many aspects of 

grammar. Abstract image-schematic concepts give 

rise to more specific lexical ones, which are coded 

and externalised through a particular lexical form 

(Evans & Green, 2006). The concepts CONTAINER 

and CONTENT are associated with the CONTAINMENT 

schema (Evans & Green, 2006). Motion-related 

image schemas include the basic elements ‘trajector’ 

(the moving entity) and ‘landmark’ (an entity with 

respect to which the trajector moves). The basic 

elements of the PATH schema are a source point A, a 

terminal point B (the destination or goal), and a 

vector tracing a path between A and B (a series of 

connected locations between the two). There is also 

a relation, a force vector moving from A to B 

(Johnson, 1987). A specific usage may highlight one 

or several of its components. 

A linguistic expression provides access to one of two 

main types of conceptual categories: ‘things’ or 

‘relations’ (Langacker, 1987; 2008). Things are 

entities in the domain of physical space usually 

profiled by nouns, whereas verbs profile a process, a 

relation, an entity with a temporal dimension 

(Simpson & Weiner, 2017). The prototype of nouns 

is related to their conceptualisation as physical 

objects composed of material substance, having a 

specific location in the space domain and no 

particular location in the time domain, and being 

conceptually independent of any participation in an 

event (Langacker, 2008). The prototype of verbs 

involves an event which includes energetic 

interaction of the participants constituting it 

(Simpson & Weiner, 2017), hence some of the 

elements in the frames that structure verb-related 

concepts can be described through semantic roles 

such as Agent, Patient, Object, Instrument, 

Experiencer, etc. (Langacker, 2008; Ungerer, 2007). 

Shifts between the two conceptual categories can 

result in the recategorisation of things as relations 

and vice versa (Radden et al., 2007). The semantic 

prototypes of nouns and verbs determine the salience 

of the contiguity relations in their respective frames 

and the selection of units which constitute a 

linguistic expression.  

Terminological concepts surface as either simplex 

words or longer units. When words combine, the 

emergent meaning of the resultant construction 

differs from the meanings of its individual parts 

(Evans, 2009). Since the meaning of a bi- or multi-

component expression is rarely compositional, i.e. 

equivalent to the sum of meanings of individual 

components, terms can also be regarded as form-

meaning-function complexes, or constructions in the 

sense of construction grammar (Goldberg, 2006; 

Booij, 2011). Following Booij’s (2011) approach, 

term formation patterns, like any other word 

formation patterns, can be generalised under 

schemas of greater or lesser degree of abstractness. 

These schemas can be used both to represent a 

recurrent form-meaning correlation and to predict 

the formation of new terms.  
 

Materials and methods 
 

Materials 

For the purpose of the present study, a mini-corpus 

of 109 container terms was compiled. The sources 
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included specialised dictionaries, encyclopaedias 

and learning materials in the area of food science and 

beverage technology.  
 

Methods 

The analysis has been based on the methodological 

and theoretical framework built up of the main ideas 

of Frame Semantics (Fillmore, 1985; Barsalou, 

1992), the Theory of Lexical Concepts and 

Cognitive Models (Evans, 2009) and Frame-based 

Terminology (Faber, 2012). 

 

Results 
 

The terms for containers in beverage production 

occur as single-, bi-, or multi-component 

constructions. The head nouns in terms consisting of 

more than one component are predominantly 

simplex nouns: English: vessel, tank, tun, vat, cask, 

barrel, bottle, can, carton; Bulgarian: săd (lit. 

vessel), aparat (lit. apparatus), rezervoar (lit. 

reservoir), bunker (lit. bunker), kaseta (lit. cassette). 

The most frequent English terms for containers in 

beverage production were found to differ according 

to the type of beverage produced: vessel, tank, bottle 

and can in brewing, vat, cask, barrel and bottle in 

wine-making, and tank, bowl, can, and carton in soft 

drink production. The majority of these concepts 

include (Liquid) as a prominent attribute in their 

frames. The modifiers in the English constructions 

vary greatly in form: simplex nouns (e.g. water 

tank), deverbal nouns (fermenting vessel), and noun-

noun (yeast storage tank) or adjective/participle-

noun [AN] (hot liquor tank, stirred mashing tank) 

combinations.  

The predominant container terms in Bulgarian are 

[AN] or multi-component constructions: 

fermentacionen săd (lit. fermentation vessel), aparat 

s neprekăsnato deystvie (lit. apparatus with 

continuous action).  

  

The Container Concept Frame 

It can be expected that the most salient element of 

the frame associated with container terms will be the 

(Contents), current or potential, since it is most 

closely connected with the function of containing. 

According to FrameNet, other elements in this frame 

are the (Owner) of the Container, its (Relative 

Location), the (Material) from which it is made, the 

method of its (Construction), and its (Type). In the 

context of production processes, these terms will 

most probably provide access to the frame 

structuring the DEVICE concept.  

On the surface, the English terms in this group 

instantiate the [NN] schema with a simplex 

modifier. These bi-component compounds highlight 

two elements of the underlying concept. The 

majority result from the straightforward highlighting 

of the Contents – Container contiguity relation 

within the CONTAINER frame: juice tank, water tank, 

waste tank, beer vessel, mash vessel, culture vessel, 

mash tun, drinks can. Indirect access to the 

(Contents) attribute is provided by the modifier in 

bulk vessel. Individual terms in brewing evoke other 

frame elements: (Purpose) (buffer tank, balance 

tank), (Working Principle) (pressure vessel, vacuum 

vessel), (Material) (concrete tank, redwood tank), or 

(Location) (cellar tank, brewery vessel). The same 

attributes are also highlighted by some multi-

component constructions: hot liquor tank, fine ale 

tank, bright beer tank (Contents), and dual-purpose 

tank, dual-purpose vessel (Purpose). The container 

terms in winemaking and soft drink production 

exhibit a marked preference for the Material – 

Container relation: stainless-steel vat, concrete vat, 

oak vat, oak cask, pine cask, steel can, metal can, 

cardboard carton. Some of them highlight 

(Structure) (open vat, bottomless vat, two-piece 

can). The contiguity relations which have led to the 

formation of all terms in this group indicate that the 

construction of their meaning is governed by the 

semantic prototype of nouns. The head noun is thus 

only related to the CONTAINER frame. 

In brewing terminology, the container term vessel is 

most often used on its own or in [AN] constructions 

resulting from the Shape – Container or Size – 

Container salient relation. In winemaking, however, 

its occurrence is far less frequent, mainly as a 

generic term in definitions and descriptions. A 

parallel can be made with the usage of the Bulgarian 

term săd. 

The Bulgarian bicomponent constructions in this 

group instantiate the [AN] schema and afford access 

to different attributes of the CONTAINER frame: 

(Shape): cilindrichen săd (lit. cylindrical vessel), 

cilindrichno-konichen aparat (lit. cylindrical-

conical vessel), (Purpose): buferen săd (lit. buffer 

vessel), (Material): stăklen săd (lit. glass vessel), 

(Location): izhoden rezervoar (lit. source vessel). 

The multi-component constructions evoking the 

CONTAINER frame can be generalised by the 

following schemas:  

- [NPrepN]: mainly [NforN] / [Container for 

Contents]: săd za kondenzat (lit. vessel for 

condensate), rezervoar za lepilo (lit. reservoir for 

glue). The (Purpose) attribute is simultaneously 
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evoked by the semantics of the preposition. One 

instance highlights the (Working Principle) 

attribute [NunderN]: săd pod nalyagane (lit. 

vessel under pressure). 

- [NPrepAN]: mainly [NforAN] / [Container for 

Contents]: rezervoar za kupazhen sirop (lit. 

reservoir for blended syrup), rezervoar za 

zaharen sirop (lit. reservoir for sugar syrup), 

rezervoar za hlorirana voda (lit. reservoir for 

chlorinated water), rezervoar za gotova napitka 

(lit. reservoir for ready drink). Only one example 

includes a different preposition and instantiates 

the [NwithAN] schema, highlighting the 

(Structure) attribute: aparat s plosko dăno (lit. 

apparatus with flat bottom). 

One coordinate compound links two container 

concepts to highlight an additional, (Temperature), 

component: termos-rezervoar (lit. thermos-

reservoir).  

 

The ACTION – CONTAINER Concept Interaction 

A significant group of English and Bulgarian 

container terms result from the interaction of the 

frames of two basic concepts, i.e. CONTAINER and 

ACTION. 

There is a subgroup of English compound terms with 

a simplex modifier which surface under the [VN] 

schema and relate to the ACTION frame since their 

first component has undergone a relation-thing 

recategorisation, traditionally referred to as 

conversion (Stekauer, 2005): soak tank, steep 

tank/vessel, dose tank, feed tank, mix tank, premix 

tank, lauter tun. The meaning of the terms is 

associated with two different frames: CONTAINER 

and ACTION, and access to the (Contents) element in 

the former is only indirectly provided. 

Another large subgroup is made up of English 

compound terms with a deverbal modifier. 

According to Booij’s (2011) approach, these 

constructions can be formally represented by two 

main schemas: [V-ingN] (holding tank) and [V-

tionN] (fermentation vessel). Individual instances 

fall under different schemas: [V-thN] (growth 

vessel) and [V-ageN] (storage tank, storage vessel). 

The [V-ingN] schema tends to occur when no other 

(-ation, -age, etc.) deverbal noun exists, with the 

exception of modifiers derived from the verb 

ferment, which is particularly salient in beverage 

production: fermenting tank/fermentation tank/ 

fermenter tank. Like the terms in the above group, 

the units in this group also result from the ACTION-

CONTAINER frame intersection. Through their 

modifiers, they highlight directly the (Action) 

element and provide indirect access to the (Object) 

element in the same frame, which, however, 

constitutes the (Contents) element in the CONTAINER 

frame.  

According to Radden & Panther (2004), there may 

be more than one form for the same concept at a 

certain time, especially when a new concept needs 

naming. They contend that later only one form-

meaning combination becomes entrenched in the 

language, for reasons which are largely arbitrary 

(Radden & Panther, 2004). As can be seen from the 

examples studied, however, different constructions 

for the same concept continue to co-exist in 

terminology, e.g. pitching tank, propagation vessel, 

culture vessel, growth vessel.   

Two English compound terms bring to lexical 

concept level the (Instrument) element from the 

underlying ACTION frame through the –er suffix: 

mash cooker tank and fermenter tank. The low 

frequency of these compounds may be explained by 

the tendency of instrumental –er nouns to occupy the 

head rather than the modifier position, thus creating 

synthetic compounds. There may also be a clash 

between the concepts evoked by the two components 

since they are associated with the same 

onomasiological category, i.e. OBJECT. Usually, 

such concepts co-occur in the form of coordinate 

compounds. As a result, the construction 

components tend to be separated and the modifiers 

used on their own in specialised literature: mash 

cooker and fermenter.  

A large group of terms which instantiate the 

productive [NVN] schema introduce both the Object 

and the Action semantic roles into the lexical 

concept: mash mixing vessel, mash conversion 

vessel, yeast storage vessel, yeast collection vessel, 

malt store tank, product release tank, water supply 

tank, etc.  Some of these constructions are expanded 

even further by the addition of an attribute of the 

Object: hot wort sedimentation tank, spent grain 

receiving tank, fermentation yeast storage vessel.  

Some constructions afford access to the (Manner of 

the Action) element: stirred growth vessel, stirred 

mashing tank, rapid coagulation tank. The 

activation of so many elements of the ACTION 

scenario increases the transparency of the respective 

terms and less cognitive effort is required for their 

processing. 

The ACTION – CONTAINER interaction in the 

conceptual structures underlying the Bulgarian 

terms in this group emerges in different lexical 

concept/form combinations. The predominant 

schema is [N1forN2], where N1 is the head noun in 
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the construction, and N2 is a deverbal noun: aparat 

za kălnene (lit. apparatus for germination), aparat 

za nakisvane (lit. apparatus for soaking), aparat za 

izmivane (lit. apparatus for washing). Some terms 

are further expanded to include a second action 

instantiating the schema [N1forN2andN3]: aparat za 

izmivane i nakisvane (lit. apparatus for washing and 

soaking), aparat za kălnene i sushene (lit. apparatus 

for germination and drying), aparat za izmivane i 

dezinfekciya (lit. apparatus for washing and 

disinfection), or [AN], where A is a compound 

adjective consisting of two components which 

highlight two different actions: smesitelno-

ozaharitelen aparat (lit. mixing and saccharifying 

apparatus), destilacionno-rektifikacionen aparat 

(lit. distillation and rectification apparatus). 

Individual instances instantiate the [AN] schema and 

highlight the ACTION – CONTAINER relation: 

dozirasht rezervoar (lit. dosing reservoir), 

karbonizirasht rezervoar (lit. carbonating 

reservoir), fermentacionen săd (lit. fermenting 

vessel), fermentacionen aparat (lit. fermenting 

apparatus). The same relation has also produced the 

coordinate compound bunker-dozator (lit. bunker-

doser).  

None of the Bulgarian container terms examined 

provides direct access to the Object of the Action. 

 

Discussion 
 

The number of constructions resulting from the 

CONTAINER – ACTION concept interplay shows that 

the Action in Container contiguity relation 

constitutes the prototypical core of the category of 

container terms. 

In the terms studied, the CONTAINMENT schema 

underlies both the head nouns alone and the whole 

container term constructions, therefore it is basic for 

all terms studied. 

The PATH schema structures the terms feeding tank, 

water supply tank and product release tank with 

emphasis on the (Source) element, and dropping 

tank and receiving tank, where the (Destination) 

element is highlighted. 

The action of the CONTAINMENT schema alone or in 

combination with the PATH schema determines the 

static or dynamic character of the respective terms. 

When used on their own, the head nouns in most of 

the English and Bulgarian terms studied are only 

associated with the static CONTAINER concept. One 

exception is the Bulgarian term aparat (lit. 

apparatus), which alone evokes the frame of the 

ACTION concept. The combination of the head nouns 

with deverbal modifiers imparts a more or less 

dynamic element to their meaning. The 

predominantly static nature of verbs such as hold, 

store, or săhranyavam (lit. store) emphasise the 

(Containment) rather than the (Action) attribute in 

the semantics of the terms holding tank, storage 

tank, and săd za săhranenie (lit. vessel for storage). 

However, a more intense inter-concept interaction 

results in a more dynamic element in the meaning of 

constructions such as stirred mashing tank, hot wort 

receiving tank, and smesitelno-ozaharitelen aparat 

(lit. mixing and saccharifying apparatus). 

The varying degrees of dynamicity in the emergent 

meaning of the constructions arrange them along a 

static – dynamic cline. The constructions structured 

under the influence of the CONTAINMENT image 

schema alone which exhibit characteristics of the 

semantic prototype of nouns (e.g. juice tank, beer 

vessel, rezervoar za zaharen sirop) form the static 

end of the cline. The analysis showed that the head 

nouns cask, barrel, can, carton, sad, rezervoar tend 

to stick to the static end and participate in 

constructions which highlight frame attributes 

characteristic of the semantic prototype of nouns.   

The terms associated with the PATH image schema 

and strongly affected by the semantic prototype of 

verbs (e.g. stirred mashing tank, smesitelno-

ozaharitelen aparat) can be placed at the dynamic 

end. The other constructions resulting from the 

CONTAINER – ACTION interplay but having lower 

degrees of dynamicity (e.g. storage tank, growth 

vessel, aparat za kălnene, rezervoar za bistrene/lit. 

reservoir for clarification) come between the two 

extremes. It can be seen that the frames of the TANK 

and the VESSEL concepts more easily interact with 

the frames of action-related concepts and the 

constructions they participate in occupy various 

positions along the static/dynamic cline. 

 

Practical implications  

In spite of the differences in the lexical concepts 

structuring the terms in the two languages, they 

evoke similar elements in the conceptual structures 

underlying them. The parallels established on this 

basis can be used for translation purposes, especially 

when suitable equivalents need to be found for the 

wide range of vessel, tank and vat constructions in 

English and săd, rezervoar and aparat terms in 

Bulgarian. The specific problems with their 

translation may be attributed to two main reasons: 1) 

the head nouns are ‘multi-equivalent’, i.e. they have 

multiple equivalents in the target language (e.g. 

Bulgarian săd can be translated as vessel, tank or 
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vat), and 2) there are terms in the target language 

with lexical forms similar to those in the source 

language, which however cannot be regarded as 

equivalent due to the different conceptual structures 

they provide access to (e.g. aparat – apparatus, 

rezervoar – reservoir). 

In view of the frame attributes highlighted by the 

English and Bulgarian terms, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

- at the static end of the cline, the most likely 

equivalents of the English vessel, tank and vat 

constructions will be Bulgarian terms including 

săd or rezervoar; 

- the generic use of vessel (brewing, soft drink 

production) and vat (winemaking) on their own 

or in instantiations of the [AN] schema which 

afford access to attributes typical of the semantic 

prototype of nouns make them the most 

appropriate equivalents for terms involving săd 

alone or under a similar [AN] schema;  

- when an English term is evoked as a result of an 

Action-Container inter-concept relation and is 

situated towards the dynamic end of the cline, it 

most frequently parallels Bulgarian constructions 

which have aparat as a head noun; 

- unlike English, the (Object) of the Action is not 

a salient element of the concepts evoked by 

Bulgarian container terms. 

(Ferment) proves to be a particularly salient attribute 

in both languages and is included in the structure of 

various lexical concepts (fermentation/fermenting 

vessel, fermentation/fermenting tank, fermentation/ 

fermenting vat, fermenter tank, fermenter, Bulg. 

fermentacionen săd/rezervoar, săd/rezervoar/ 

aparat za fermentaciya, fermentator). 
 
Conclusion 
 

The analysis of the English and Bulgarian container 

terms used in beverage production showed that they 

were represented by area- and language-specific 

constructions which instantiated schemas at 

different levels of abstractness. Regardless of the 

static CONTAINMENT image schema underlying 

them, the emergent meaning of a large number of 

these constructions exhibited various degrees of 

dynamicity. On the basis of similarities in the 

conceptual structures associated with the English 

and Bulgarian container terms and the respective 

degrees of dynamicity in their semantics, parallels 

can be made between the two languages with a view 

to finding the most appropriate equivalents for their 

translation. 
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